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RECURRENCE AND REDEMPTION: THE FALLEN
VISION IN BLAKE’S POETRY AND DESIGN
Rachel V. Billigheimer
McMaster University
Then was the serpent temple form’d, image of infinite
 
Shut up in finite revolutions, and man became an Angel,
 Heaven a mighty circle turning, God a tyrant crown’d.
W. Blake, Europe: A Prophecy, 10: 21-23
In Blake the bound circle represents the recurrent world of
 
time.  
The vision of eternity is achieved by the opening of the centre.
 Redemption, an apocalyptic vision transcending the circle, is attained
 through
 
the heightened individual imagination.
Since Blake regards the world of nature as the passageway to a
 visionary world, there
 
is  a unity of vision between his striving towards  
the world of art and imagination and his
 
concomitant acceptance of the  
world of experience which he regards as temporary, limited in vision
 and partially corrupt and thus imperatively in need of
 
deliverance. In  
examining Blake’s concept
 
of creation in his poetry and design we see  
that his advocacy of striving towards the world of art to achieve
 apocalypse and redemption provides as well a coherent view of
 
life in  
the material and mutable world of time and space. In Blake’s
 transformation of biblical tradition into a personalized myth of
 redemption through the imaginative vision of the individual, the
 “centre” of the envisaged
 
circle  of the harmony of the four Zoas fails to  
hold, since the power
 
of the Zoas is not equally  divided.  When one Zoa  
tries to gain dominance
 
over another,  the circle disintegrates. The circle  
is transcended in the moment of unity. Thus “man, entrapped in his
 labyrinthine existence, will ultimately be redeemed through love,
 imagination and forgiveness of sins by the divine immanence within
 him. The four Zoas, the Spectres and Emanations will ultimately be
 perfectly united through the redemptive role of Los. Blake does not
 attempt to explain the cause of the Fall nor the precipitating cause of
 apocalypse and redemption.”1
In the vision
 
of the fallen world we observe Blake’s  circular images  
of expansion and contraction, the 
vortex,
 the centre and circumference,  
the globe and the coiled serpent. In Blake’s design, which supplies an
 ironic comment on his poetry, the contrast between the fallen and
 unfallen creations is suggested by the sharply distinguished outlines of
 objects presented with the
 
minutest  detail that appear as  images that are  
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barren and circular, contrasting with the dynamic forms representing
 
unfallen spirits. Again, the immensity of infinity in the design is
 contrasted to the minute detail in the mortal figures and emphasized
 through it.
The style of Blake’s illustrations plays a significant role in the
 
movement toward abstraction in Romantic art. W. J. T. Mitchell, in
 his study of Blake’s style as epistemology, traces some of Blake’s
 stylistic borrowings of space and colour from the medieval
 illuminations and sixteenth-century Italian water-colour paintings.
 Human figures are seen to have been influenced by Michelangelo, the
 affected distinctiveness of the
 
Mannerists and the classicized Gothic of  
English funerary sculpture. As we also find in his poetry, there are
 symbolic motifs from the hermetic influences of the alchemists and
 cabbalists and the emblem tradition. The influence of Fuseli is seen in
 Blake’s portrayals of the fantastic and grotesque, of the academic
 tradition in his characterization of the heroic and classical, and of
 Flaxman and Cumberland in his ideal and
 
linear forms. With regard to  
contemporaries, there is no evidence of Blake and Goya knowing of
 each other’s exploration of giant forms and supernatural dream states,
 while Turner’s experiments with whirlwinds do not give any evidence
 of an awareness
 
of Blake’s spiral forms and vortices.2
Both Flaxman and Blake represent abstraction, the absence of a
 concrete reality. While Flaxman’s technique is to withdraw from the
 world of
 
sensory qualities, Blake’s method is to withdraw from visual  
sensation, a prominent characteristic of pictorial and epistemological
 realism since the Renaissance, a purely rational, mathematical
 perspective which Blake termed “Single vision & Newton’s sleep.”3
 This style of abstraction in Blake, the withdrawing from visual
 perspective, did not detract 
from
 his portrayal of sensory quality, but  
conversely emphasized
 
other sensory effects, such  as heat,  light and  the  
vitality of 
the
 human flesh. Thus  in Blake’s abstraction the visual  norm  
of concreteness 
is
 replaced  with “a more comprehensive, multi-sensory,  
or synaesthetic norm.”4 The use of this technique
 
of synaesthesia places  
Blake in the mainstream of Romanticism. In Janet Warner’s
 comprehensive study of Blake’s use
 
of the  human form she affirms that  
Blake’s stylistic
 
borrowings  equipped  him for the expression  of his own  
genius for “breathing living flame into driest bones.”5 With a rich
 sensory vitality
 
the unfallen  world is perceived  through the fallen as the  
divine is perceived
 
through  the human:
The poet who wrote of “the human form divine” and who
 
said “All deities reside in the human breast” made his visual
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divine image reflect traditional icons of the human body as
 
an ideal measure and gave it 
also
 the quality of motion. For  
the dancelike movement of Albion in both Albion rose and
 Jerusalem 76 is the subtle but central quality which
 distinguishes Albion, the living human, from the passive
 crucified Jesus. It expresses visually the idea of the way the
 divine must live in the human—that eternal life for man is
 a dance “of Eternal Death,” continuous self-sacrifice for
 one’s fellows. The outstretched arms of the standing form
 are the connecting link between Christ and Albion which
 contributes to the visible expression of Albion as the
 “spiritual body of mankind.
”
 (p. 179)
With his technique of portraying the subject beyond the visual Blake
 
can depict
 
the parodic or demonic as well as the sublime.  Warner  gives
as 
an 
example Blake’s use of the gesture of outstretched arms which  can  
represent both spiritual life and spiritual death, in accordance with the
 mental state of the subject represented. On the one hand, outstretched
 arms signifying the cross have associations of divinity, self-sacrifice
 and spiritual regeneration while, on the other hand, in the aspect of
 fallen vision, they signify human error which turns divine creativity
 into spiritual death (p. 177).
W. B. Yeats remarks that Blake’s technique of achieving the
 
Sublime in his art
 
lay in effecting a  distinct outline and  a concentration  
of the minutest details, all of which combine into a total structure of
 inspired vitality and permanence. To emphasize imperishable
 lineaments of beauty he withdrew shadow and reflected light:
The limitation of his view was from the very intensity of
 
his vision; he was a too literal realist of imagination, as
 others are of nature, and because he believed that the
 figures seen by the mind’s eye, when exalted by
 inspiration, were “eternal existences,
”
 symbols of divine  
essences, he hated every grace of style that might obscure
 their lineaments....Inspiration was to see the permanent
 and characteristic in all forms...Leave out this line and you
 leave out life itself.6
Yeats points to the characteristics of abundance, exuberance,
 
determinate outline, the avoidance of generalization and emphasizing
 particulars as the key rules in Blake’s method of expressing the eternal
 beyond the visible. He noted Blake’s use of circular images in his
 depiction of both the
 
fallen and  unfallen creations as they occur bridged  
together in Jerusalem, Plate 91. Such Blakean passages may to some
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degree have influenced the apocalyptic vision of Yeats’s earliest poetry
 
based on
 
the  merging of the symbolic circles of time and eternity:
There is a beautiful passage in “Jerusalem,” in which the
 
merely mortal part of the mind, “the spectre,” creates
 “pyramids of pride,” and “pillars in the deepest hell to
 reach the heavenly arches,” and seeks to discover wisdom
 in “the spaces between the stars,
”
 not “in the stars,” where  
it is, but the immortal part makes all his labours vain, and
 turns his pyramids to “grains of sand,” his “pillars” to
 “dust on the fly’s wing,
”
 and makes of “his starry heavens  
a moth of gold and silver mocking his anxious grasp.
”
 So  
when man’s desire to rest from spiritual labour, and his
 thirst 
to
 fill his art with mere sensation, and memory, seem  
upon the point of triumph, some miracle transforms them
 to a new inspiration; and here and there among the pictures
 bom of sensation and memory is the murmuring of a new
 ritual, the glimmering of new talismans and symbols.
(p. 50)
Yeats, in his exposition of The Song of Los in the critical edition
 
of Blake’s works, explains Blake’s concept of the fallen world as the
 division of time from eternity, and conversely the vision of eternity as
 the mental unification of all divided things such as the four elements
 and the four comers of
 
the earth. The divine imagination is envisaged  
by mortals through the symbolic creations of poetry, song or
 
music:
In this book Blake says that he will sing that song, that
 
creative-imaginative impulse - for such is 
a
 song - of Los,  
the prophetic spirit who, in the person of Time, brings
 division to ultimate unity by redividing it; until, by the
 final law of contraries, it calls up its own opposite.
This creation was achieved by the four forms of idea
 
called elements. In the region of the heart, when created,
 life began there, for it began everywhere. The instruments
 of music used for mental productivity are harps. Each of the
 four points has its own inner four, and in heart-formed
 Africa, were four of these creative instruments.
Creation is the union of divided things by the power of
 
mind.
In the spiritual world it began when Urizen, the once
 
bright constructive power, made his temple the heart of
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man. He then faded, though once the “Prince of Light,” -
 
for his power was spent?
Blake’s fallen world is the world governed by Reason, which, by
 
its
 limitation, gives full credence  to  the  world of the senses:
These were the Churches: Hospitals: Castles: Palaces:
Like nets & gins & traps to catch the joys of Eternity
And all the rest a desart:
Till like a dream Eternity 
was
 obliterated & erased...
Thus the terrible race of Los and Enitharmon gave
 
Laws and Religions 
to
 the sons of Har binding them more  
And more to Earth: closing and restraining:
Till 
a
 Philosophy of Five Senses was complete  
Urizen wept & gave it into the Hands of Newton & Locke.
(The Song of Los in Erd pp. 67-68)
Blake’s illustration of the frontispiece to Europe: A Prophecy,
 
known as “The Ancient of Days Striking the First Circle of the
 Earth,”8 shows an aged man with white beard and hair bending
 downwards while kneeling on one knee and stretching his left hand
 downwards and pressing a huge pair of compasses onto the top of a
 sphere, this act being symbolic of Creation. The Creator is a Urizenic
 figure encircling the compasses he manipulates.9 In Newton10 which is
 reminiscent of the illustration to the frontispiece in Europe: A
 Prophecy, Newton, representing the institution of reason and
 mathematical vision, replaces the Urizenic figure constructing the world
 with a pair of compasses. The concept of the compasses denotes
 limitation and restriction.11 Here again the figure
 
bends downwards to  
design a geometric diagram of a material centre bound by a material
 circumference while it demonstratively turns its back on the heavenly
 creation. Newton’s physical posture and his eyes bent downwards and
 turning outwards suggest the single vision of rationality and death
 governed by a material
 
universe and the human body and  mind.12 As in  
“The Ancient of Days,” it is the left hand which performs the act of
 creation as opposed to 
the
 right, symbolizing the designing of a world  
which is material, transitory and malevolent.13 The left forefinger leads
 the movement
 
of the compass. The designing takes place on a scroll, a  
symbol of reason and dogma, suggesting the institutions of “Churches:
 Hospitals: Castles: Palaces” of a material universe. The sensory world
 
is
 emphasized by the affected, strong, muscular lineaments and sturdy  
proportions of Newton’s naked body. Newton’s head forming an apex of
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a triangle continuing from the points of the compasses, similarly to the
 
head of the Urizenic figure forming the centre of a circle in “The
 Ancient of Days,” symbolizes Reason as the ruling power. The
 background of the picture seems to be in complete darkness while light
 
is 
focused on the compasses that are controlled by the left hand. Newton  
is crouched at the bottom of a downward sloping rock, symbolic
 perhaps of the limit of the Fall.14 Strongly delineated as he
 concentrates on 
his
 creation,  he is posed between the light and  the dark.  
Robert
 
N. Essick who demonstrates connections between Newton and  
“The Ancient of Days” remarks that the greyish blues and greens of
 Newton possibly representing the sea of time and space and suggesting
 the design as an underwater scene establishes a link between Newton
 and Urizen who rolled thundrously through “an ocean of voidness
 unfathomable” (Erd p. 73).15 Anne Mellor aptly comments that the
 lichen-covered rock suggests the bottom of a cave, thereby linking
 Newton’s world to Plato’s world of deluded humanity that perceives
 only the reflected shadows of truth.1
6
  We may thus see Blake’s strong  
sense of irony, deriding the
 
inadequacy of a rationally governed world.  
Significantly, the figure of Newton occupies the centre of the design,
 since the personality of Urizen is central to the fallen creation. With
 Reason at the centre controlling the circle, it is mathematically
 bounded, symbolizing the constriction and oppression of law and
 dogma. However W. J. T. Mitchell, noting that the vortex may
 symbolize expanding vision, draws attention to the vortical curling of
 the end
 
of Newton’s scroll  as a sign that Newton will dispense with his 
obsession with single vision. He will persist in his error long enough
 for the scroll
 
to coil  itself gradually into a complete spiral and become a  
prophetic scroll. Then Newton will lift his head and eyes upwards
 towards the vision of Imagination.17 Newton redeemed from his
 abstract ideas represents a prototype of humanity’s redemption from
 purely rational thought as symbolized by the bounded circle or globe.18
 Los announces the fallen creation which will be redeemed by him at the
 end of the cycles of time:
I saw the finger of God go forth
Upon my Furnaces, from within the Wheels of Albions Sons:
 
Fixing their Systems, permanent: by mathematic power
 Giving a body to Falshood that it may be cast off for ever.
(J, 1: 12: Erd p. 155).
Northrop Frye notes that the compass outlines the shape of the human
 
skull
 
as well  as the circumference of the fallen world (p. 433).
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One of Blake’s fundamental
 
images of creation is that of the centre  
and the circumference of a circle. In fallen creation the centre and
 circumference become material and of malevolent connotation. At the
 fall of Albion, who in his fallen state is materialized into the human
 body, the four Zoas which have dispersed into the four
 
directions of the  
compass communicate with the external world by means of the four
 senses. Luvah or the heart in the East turns inwards, becoming the
 unattainable centre, “unapproachable for ever.”19 In his physical human
 form Albion’s vision is limited and constricted to the world of the
 senses:
All his Affections now appear withoutside...
Albions Circumference was clos’d: his Centre began darkning
 
Into the Night of Beulah... (J, 1: 19: 17-37 Erd p. 164.)
In the fallen vision the divine creator who is the centre of the eternal
 
creation is parodied as 
Satan
 who represents Selfhood and gyrates his  
constricted and corrupt vision in a bound circle. We note Blake’s ironic
 treatment of the fallen condition. Satan, at the centre of man’s
 affections, motivates a rationally oriented universe where man strives
 for power. Dominated by the Urizenic tyrant, man in his spectral form
 is motivated 
by
 self-love:
I am your Rational Power O Albion & that Human Form
You call Divine, is but a Worm seventy inches long...
So spoke the Spectre 
to
 Albion, he is the Great Selfhood  
Satan: Worshipd as God by the Mighty Ones of the Earth
 Having a white Dot calld a Center from which branches out
 A Circle in continual gyrations, this became a Heart
 From which sprang numerous branches varying their motions.
(J, 2: 33: 5-21 Erd p. 173.)
At the Fall of Man the sublime centre and circumference materialize
 
into 
the
 limits of time and space. The harmony of the Zoas is disrupted.  
The 
disintegrated
 centre is  the centre of the fallen creation:
All fell towards the Center, sinking downwards in dire ruin...
 
...but in the midst...
Is Built eternally the sublime Universe of Los and Enitharmon.
(J, 3: 59: 17-21 Erd p. 209)20
In contrast to Blake’s vortical images of dynamic forms,
 
whirlwinds, maelstroms, prophetic scrolls and the spiralling serpents,
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denoting perpetual self-renewal, associated with fallen vision, he also
 
has static curvilinear patterns
 
of “closed”  forms, indicating barrenness or  
constriction, dead tree trunks, gravestones, caves, chains, legal tablets,
 rocks and crouching human figures. The limitation of purely sensual
 existence is symbolized not only by the circle or globe but also by
 vortical forms. In contrast to the lively dynamic movements of the
 whirlwinds denoting the powerful struggle for sublime vision, the
 vortical images of sensual limitation are rigid with ironic suggestions
 of narrowness,
 
lowliness  or malevolence.
The dynamic “vortex” vision of Eternity is parodied in the fallen
 world by globular sensual images, the globe of blood or the globe of
 water such
 
as raindrops denoting the  material world and tears, indicative  
of human passion. In addition the organs of sense portrayed with rigid
 circular lineaments denote constriction. The organs of sense are also the
 portals of communication between the earthly globe of the Mundane
 Shell and the dome-shaped human skull. In fallen vision the revolutions
 of man’s organs of sense
 
are turned downwards  and outwards, indicating  
movement away
 
from internal vision. The eyes of internal vision, when 
beholding the “Abyss”, are transformed “Rolling round into two little
 Orbs & closed in two little Caves”.21 Upward spiralling movement
 becomes “barr’d and petrify’d against the infinite”.22 Ironically Blake
 describes the ear as “a whirlpool fierce to draw creations in”.23 The
 process of the Fall, when 
man
 takes on physical form, is related to The  
Four Zoas and Jerusalem. The human form 
is
 described as resembling  
the encircled serpent, with its connotations of finiteness, passivity,
 obliviousness
 
and death. The cycle of Nature is decreed:
I will turn the volutions of your Ears outward; & bend your
 
Nostrils
Downward; & your Fluxile Eyes englob’d, roll round in fear
 
Your withring Lips & Tongue shrink up into 
a
 narrow circle  
Till into narrow forms you creep.
(FZ, 3: Erd p. 328.)
The paralysed vortical images of the organs of sense of fallen 
man 
are a parody of vortical vision, which denotes the psychological
 breakthrough
 
of imaginative vision. In Blake, the  dome-shaped inside of  
the Mundane Shell, representing the starry Heavens, 
opens
 out  and the  
world of time and space becomes manifested in Eternity and Infinity.
 The macrocosm
 
of the heavens is the objective external reflection  of the  
landscape of the soul. Man within the Mundane Shell, caught
 inextricably in innumerable cycles within himself as well as in the
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cycles imposed on him 
from
 without, exists, as conceived by Blake, in  
a Vortex
 
of Wheels. Before the Fall there was no circumference beyond  
man. The sun, moon, stars, the centre of the earth and the sea were all  
contained in the mind and body of man.24 To conceive the divine
 vision the centre expands and opens and the vortex turns inside out:
What is above is Within, for every-thing in Eternity is
 
translucent:
The circumference is Within: Without is formed the Selfish
 
Center
And the Circumference still expands going forward 
to 
Eternity.
And the Center has Eternal States! these States we now
 
explore...
For all are Men in Eternity. Rivers Mountains Cities
 
Villages,
All are Human & when you enter into their Bosoms you
 
walk
In Heavens & Earths; as in your own Bosom you bear your
 
Heaven
And Earth, & all you behold, tho it appears Without it is
 
Within
In your Imagination of which this World of Mortality is
 
but a Shadow.
(J, 3: 71: 6-19 Erd p. 225).
The vortex is related to the serpentine form, symbolizing the ever
­
revolving passions in the Circle of Destiny. This idea is already found
 in Milton, where the serpentine labyrinth is symbolical of the fallen
 world
 
ensnared in the labyrinth of the serpentine vortex, the  form taken  
by Satan at the Fall. In Blake’s symbolic view of the world of the
 redeemed man, the circumference of the vortex within the Mundane
 Shell expands and the centre opens as his vision becomes infinite and
 eternal. Ironically, however, it
 
is through the cyclical  process of human 
experience in the world of generation, the serpentine labyrinth, that
 salvation must come. Thus Enitharmon says to Los:
When in the Deeps beneath I gatherd of this ruddy fruit
 
It was by that I knew that I had Sinnd & then I knew
 That without a ransom I could not be savd from Eternal death.
(FZ, VII: Erd p. 369.)
This
 
ransom was:
9
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...not to be Effected without Cares & Sorrows & Troubles
 
Of six thousand Years of self denial and of bitter Contrition.
(FZ, VII: Erd
 
p. 369.)
The conception, originating in Plato, of the world as suspended
 
from Heaven by a golden chain, conveys the idea of the divine power
 manifesting itself throughout the universe:
Far off th’ Empyreal Heav’n, extended wide
 
In circuit, undetermin’d square or round,
 With Opal Tow’rs and Battlements adorn’d
 Of living Sapphire...
And fast by hanging in a golden Chain
 
This pendant world, in bigness as a Star
 Of smallest magnitude close by the Moon.
(PL II, 1047-1053).
Satan journeys along the causeway from Hell through
 
God’s creation:
Paved after him a broad and beat’n way
 
Over the dark Abyss, whose boiling Gulf
 Timely endur’d a Bridge of wondrous length
 From Hell continu’d reaching th’ utmost Orb
 Of this frail World.
(PL II, 1026-1030).
The symbolism of the stairway from Earth to Heaven, permeated
 
with a  
sense of mystery and sanctity by
 
its  comparison to Jacob’s ladder, may  
be identified with the imagery referred to above of the golden chain
 suspended from Heaven to Earth, which also conveys the idea of the
 earthly linked to the divine:
The Stairs were such as whereon Jacob 
saw 
Angels ascending and descending, bands
 Of Guardians bright...
...This is the Gate of Heav’n.
(PL III, 510-515).
Whereas in Milton the Platonic
 
picture of the created  world is linked to  
the eternal world by a golden chain suspended from Heaven, in Blake
 the stars are created in the pattern of a golden chain to form the outer
 barrier of the Mundane Shell:
Thus were the stars of heaven created like a golden chain
10
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To bind the Body of Man to heaven from falling into the
 
Abyss
Each took his station, & his course began with sorrow &
 
care.
(FZ, II: Erd p. 322).
For Blake
 the 
starry universe is a beautiful but dead world when viewed  
as a material manifestation. The  voids  between the stars are the Satanic  
wheels of the mill which grinds Albion to dust, and Blake links them
 with the name of Newton, representing the scientific view that all
 vision comes only from the external material world. The stars are
 designed
 
in the form of a golden chain in order to  protect Albion from  
the abyss, but the chain descends with 
him
 into complete darkness. In  
its descent the chain
 
loses  its golden and benign  character  and becomes  
iron and oppressive. It 
is
 the chain with which Orc is bound upon Mt.  
Sinai and is symbolical of the restrictiveness of the moral law. Yet
 Blake also ascribes to the chain a redeeming
 
function. Albion’s  ultimate  
release is anticipated, for the Creator
 
sets  a limit to the Fall as Albion’s  
path is described as circular. As the chain originated in the unfallen
 world and will return to it at the end of the cycle, the restrictive
 doctrinaire moral law will ultimately be annulled. Thus the transitory
 nature of the moral law 
is
 indicated by the chain’s descent into the  
world of
 
Time and its return at the end of the cycle to Eternity in its  
perfect form.
Milton’s
 
depiction of the “sovran  Architect”25 designing the divine  
creation with “golden Compasses”26 is parodied in Blake by the
 Urizenic figure or the figure of Newton designing the fallen creation.
 Milton’s description of the
 
building of Pandemonium, Mammon’s city  
of gold towering towards the glittering “golden Hinges” of the Gates
 
of  
Heaven, which
 
parodies the  city of celestial light created by the divine  
architect who, with “golden Compasses,” designs the mystic circles of
 perfection and the spheres of
 
the universe, is imitated in Blake’s vivid  
description of “Urizens strong
 
power”,  fallen man’s construction of the  
Mundane Shell, “a Golden World,” “porches round the heavens,”
 “pillard
 
halls” and  “eternal wandering stars.”27 This scene is climaxed  
by
 
the appearance  of the “Divine Vision” which is clothed in  “Luvah’s  
robes of blood,”28 the blood of sacrifice, since man must undergo the
 fallen state in order to become liberated.29
Although Yeats
 
admired Blake’s vision of the unfallen world, “the  
shapes of beauty haunting our moments of inspiration (Yeats, p. 42),”
 in Blake’s poetry and design, even in the idealism of his formative
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years, he was not in agreement with Blake’s uncompromising, ironic
 
view of the world
 
of man  in nature:
The errors in the handiwork of exalted spirits are as the
 
more fantastical errors in their lives; as Coleridge’s opium
 cloud; as Villiers de 1’Isle Adam’s candidature for the throne
 of Greece; as Blake’s anger against causes and purposes he
 but half understood; as the flickering madness an Eastern
 scripture would allow in august dreamers; for he who half
 lives in eternity endures a rending of the structures of the
 mind, a crucifixion of the intellectual body. (p. 57)
However, Blake sees the imaginative goal of man beyond the fallen
 
world where:
The dark Religions are departed & sweet Science reigns.
(FZ, 
IX:
 Erd p. 407)
In the poetry and design depicting the fallen vision of Blake we
 
have in particular the image of the circle as “closed form.”
 Corresponding to
 
the phases of the dark and full moon in  Yeats we have  
in Blake demonic and apocalyptic wheels. Blake’s illustrations are
 replete with these symbolic wheels, in particular in his Illuminated
 Books, Young’s Night Thoughts and the Divine Comedy, In the plate
 to Purgatorio Canto 
XXXII,
 Beatrice is reunited  with Dante, appearing  
to him on a symbolic chariot which, while descending, undergoes
 transformations signifying the historical changes of the church.30 The
 great wheel formed by the serpent’s body 
is
 foreshadowed in the  
illustrations to his own prophetic works, in particular in Jerusalem
 Plate 41, We see the chariot which is drawn by serpent bodies with
 interwoven necks and spiralling tails that form wheels ablaze with the
 flames of the Furnaces of Los and on which ride two eagle-like men
 with wings held high. Here, as Erdman explains, “serpent power and
 eagle spirit...tempt Los and Urizen to come under one yoke.”31 Thus
 the spiralling 
serpents
 would symbolize wheels progressing from fallen  
Nature to Redemption. In Blake’s illustration to Paradiso Canto XXXI-
 XXXIII, in which Beatrice leaves Dante to return to Heaven and Saint
 Bernard describes the realm of the Eternal home
 
of the blessed  as being
in the shape of a great Rose, the artist depicts the rose as a wheel
 forming
 
the foundation  of paradise.32
Demonic and apocalyptic wheels are often contrasted with one
 another in the poetry of Blake. The age of science, logical thought and
 materialism represented by the looms of Bacon, Newton and Locke are
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pictured as turning
 
outwards since they denote an emphasis on outward  
form. Inner vision, on the other hand, is symbolized by eyes turning
 inwards or by “wheel within wheel.” These contrasting wheels moving
 in opposite directions
 
also symbolize war and peace:
I turn my eyes to the Schools & Universities of Europe
 
And there behold the Loom of Locke whose Woof
 
rages dire  
Washd by the Water-wheels of Newton, black the cloth
 In heavy wreathes folds over every Nation; cruel Works
 Of many Wheels I view, wheel without wheel, with cogs
 tyrannic
Moving by compulsion each other: not as those in Eden:
 
which
Wheel within Wheel in freedom revolve in harmony &
 
peace.
(J, 1: 15: Erd p. 159).
Similarly, the eyed wheels within wheels in the vision of Ezekiel
 
symbolizing the height of spiritual vision, 
as
 described, for example, in  
The Four Zoas, are challenged by the oppressive forces of reason,
 dogma and materialism on their entry into 
the
 fallen creation, the world  
of external forms symbolized by single vision, sleep or death:
Terrific ragd the Eternal Wheels of intellect terrific ragd
The living creatures of the wheels in the Wars of Eternal
 
life
But perverse rolld the wheels of Urizen & Luvah back
 
reversd
Downwards & outwards consuming in the wars of Eternal
 
Death.
(FZ, 
I:
 Erd p. 313).
In Blake’s water colour version of The Last Judgment in the
 
Petworth Collection,33 the over-arching eyed figures turn inwards
 towards the divine presence. Grant34 notes the more convincing vision
 of The Last Judgment in the Rosenwald Collection,33 where the
 company turns its wheels outwards from the divine vision just as
 Ezekiel had prophesied of the multitude progressing towards the
 apocalypse.
The cycles of fallen nature superseded
 
by the cycles of redemption  
are shown in Blake's Illustrations to the Poems of Thomas Gray. In his
 design to Gray’
s
 “Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton College”36 Blake  
interprets the poet’s feelings of misery and
 
dienation as consonant with  
13
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his view of the brutally restrictive, punitive and rationalistic
 
environment of the
 
traditional educational  system  as a facet of the world  
of Experience antipathetic to the imagination. As Gray states, the
 schoolboys will not only be the future victims of Experience but they
 will also
 
be those “the fury Passions tear,” and Blake interprets this to  
mean that the schoolboys will become the products of their own
 Urizenic environment. Gray’s description of the passions, “the vultures
 of the mind” breeding “Anger,” “Fear,” “Jealousy,” “Despair” and
 “Sorrow,” is an apt representation of Blake’s fallen cycle
 
of humanity.  
In the illustration Blake depicts Gray’s personifications of human
 passions, his “vultures of the mind”, and on top of them a circling
 serpent which bears the epigraph to the illustration, while above birds
 are flying into the distant sky. Keynes identifies the green arched
 serpent’s head as the symbol of Flattery.37 However, 
as
 Irene Tayler  
notes, Blake shows an opposing view in his illustration to Gray’s
 “Progress of Poesy.”38 The “birds of boding” which represent the
 passions in the illustration to “Ode on a Distant Prospect of Eton
 College” are cited here in the epigraph from Gray’s “Progress of
 Poesy,” while the illustration itself shows the sun god Hyperion,
 associated with the sky, redeeming fallen humanity through the
 
power  
of poetic genius. The sphere of the
 
flaming sun in Blake is symbolic of  
poetic inspiration. As Keynes notes, in Hyperion’s aerial chariot
 carrying shafts of war these are at the same time rays of sunlight
 dispelling the spectres of Night below the
 
chariot. The contrast  of their  
anguished grey heads offsets the radiant light above. The light of
 inspiration 
is
 shown to be victorious over the night spectres who  
represent the evil spirits of materialism.39 The lack of ultimate
 meaning in the repetitive fallen cycle of Experience, Blake’s Circle of
 Destiny, such as represented by the life in Eton College with its
 emphasis on immediate
 
and material  goals, is redeemed by the spirit  of  
poetic inspiration symbolized by the
 
flaming  sphere of the Sun.
Blake’s attack on limited vision caused by law and restriction
 applies on the religious, moral and political as well as intellectual
 planes. Limitation of vision, Urizenic reason and the imposed
 oppression of the Female Will in the fallen cycle are therefore denoted
 in his illustrations and poetic works by images of oppression such as
 chains, nets, webs,
 
briars and serpentine loops around dead tree trunks,  
images of passivity such as roots, embryos, corpses and tombs, images
 denoting limited 
form
 such as the skeleton, images of destruction of  
purpose
 
such as  the thwarted  or cruelly bound body, animals associated  
in mythology with human oppression such as the serpent, dragon,
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vulture and worm, water images denoting materialism such as the
 
ocean, flood or rain, since it is believed to be in the waters of chaos that
 creation originated, images of barrenness such as dead trees, stone and
 rock, darkness and
 
abysses and images of enclosure such as caves and,  
most prominently, circles. Tyranny and oppression through reason and
 law are represented by the book, scroll and decalogue, while the
 compass denotes a
 
world governed by mathematical and scientific law.  
In the opening plate of the [First] Book of Urizen Urizen 
is
 pictured  as  
an aged
 
man sitting with bended knees and enrooted on top of an open  
book. Erdman notes that the closed book on which he is transcribing
 may be seen 
as
 a coffin lid which thus spells death, and that the  
decalogue placed behind Urizen is made of stone, denoting sterility,
 while a barren trunk and branch from the Tree of Mystery form a
 
cave ­
like
 
arch above the  tyrannical old man.40
Fallen cycles designated by the symbolic circle are replete in
 Blake’s illustration entitled Milton and the Spirit of Plato, Il
 Penseroso.41 As Anne Mellor
 
notes,42 Plato drawn as an old Urizenic  
figure imposes his fallen vision of reason 
on
 Milton. Venus, Mars and  
Jupiter, the three classical gods, dominate the learning of Plato. In the
 left
 
circle above Plato’s head Venus reigns, denoting the  domination of  
the Female Will. Mars, the god of war, is shown 
as
 a tyrant with a  
spear and
 
with the decalogue  in front  of him in the  upper central circle.  
In the third circle, Jupiter, representing mathematical and abstract
 reason, presides, holding compass and spear. His slave is 
seen
 to roll  
the mill wheel symbolizing mathematical computation. Controlling
 these three spheres, the three Fates are seen at the top of Plato’s
 heavens, spinning and cutting the thread of mortal life. In the three
 spheres attached to the Urizenic figure of Plato, Plato imposes his
 fallen vision of reason on Milton and the
 
three spheres in turn illustrate  
episodes of fallen nature in Milton’s Paradise Lost. In Venus’s sphere,
 the dominion of the Female Will, 
one
 can see  the expulsion from Eden;  
in the sphere of Mars the god of war can be seen as representing the
 rebellion of Satan, while the tyrant Jupiter holding spear and compass
 can be seen as the Creator constructing the fallen creation with the
 mathematical
 
computation of the golden  compasses:
Then stay’d the fervid Wheels, and in his hand
 
He took the golden Compasses, prepar’d
 In God’s Eternal store, to circumscribe
 This Universe, and all created things.
(PL 
V
II, 224-227)43
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In Blake’s notebook the poet throws out a challenge to the Urizenic
 
oppressor, the god who
 
rules  by restrictive, moral and religious law and  
whom
 
he names Nobodaddy:
To God
If you have formd a Circle to 
go
 into
Go into it yourself & see how you would do.44
Here in this epigram we have the seed of Blake’s revolutionary thought
 
expressed in
 
terms of the symbolic circle.
He explains this in 
“
There is  No Natural Religion” [second series]:
Man’
s
 perceptions are not bounded by organs of  
perception; he perceives more than sense (tho’ ever so
 acute) can discover.
Reason, or the ratio of all we have already known, is not
 
the same that it shall be when we know more....
The bounded is loathed by its possessor. The same dull
 
round even of a universe, would soon become a mill with
 complicated wheels.
(K p. 97)
He expresses his revolt against the 
deistic
 god of reason  denoting  man’s  
limited perception in the fallen world, against the Jewish god of law
 enforcing constriction and oppression and against the tradition of
 biblical revelation since it does not allow for the freedom of the
 individual imagination. He asserts man’s dominance over God by his
 symbolic breaking through the bounded circle and his claim to the
 power of unbounded vision:
He who sees the Infinite in all things, sees God.
He who sees the Ratio only, sees himself only.
(K p. 98)
Blake ironically describes the fallen, constricted, corporeal
 
existence:
...the Inhabitants...
...shrunk up from existence...
...forgot their eternal life...
No more could they rise at will
In the infinite void, but bound down
To earth by their narrowing perceptions...
And form’d laws of prudence, and call’d them
16
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The eternal laws of God.
(The Book of Urizen, Chap. IX, 
Pl.
 28, Erd pp. 82-83)
The most recurrent theme throughout the poetry of Blake is the
 
world of Eternity, represented by Imagination, opposed to the world of
 Time, the world of the 
senses.
 These fallen and unfallen cycles are also  
prominent in his illustrations, of which we consider only a few
 important ones. The pinnacle of poetic imagination is centrally
 represented as fourfold vision in four-faced creatures and this
is contrasted with the world limited by human reason in the cycle
 
of time  
which 
is
 symbolized by serpents entwining the human body:
I see the four-fold Man. The Humanity in deadly sleep
 
And 
its
 fallen Emanation. The Spectre & its cruel Shadow.
I see the Past, Present & Future, existing all at once
 Before me; O Divine Spirit sustain me on thy wings!
 That I may awake Albion from his long & cold repose.
 For Bacon and Newton sheathd in dismal steel, their terrors
 hang
Like iron scourges over Albion, Reasonings like vast
 
Serpents
Infold around my limbs, bruising my minute articulations.
(J, 1: 15: Erd p. 159).
The vision of
 
Eternity showing fourfold vision with apocalyptic  
eyed wheels is illustrated in the design, The Whirlwind: Ezekiel's
 Vision of 
the
 Eyed Wheels.45 The figure standing in the centre of the  
design represents the embodiment of the four-fold Man. It stands in the
 centre of a whirling eyed wheel. The Eyes of God in the wheel are
 symbolic of the Seven Spirits of
 God,
46 which are ideals to live by in  
the wheels of time throughout history till the progression reaches the
 apocalypse.47 Instead of the serpents of the life of instinct which are so
 prevalent in Blake’s design we have here the dominant wings of
 Imagination.
The world of Time, encompassing the vast stretch of history from
 
the Fall to Redemption, is symbolized by the encircled coiled world
 serpent or dragon, each
 coil 
a progressive historical state or “Church” of  
human history. The illustration of The Spiritual Form of Nelson
 Guiding Leviathan48 is an
 
allegory on the theme of war. It can be seen 
as an apocalyptic vision anticipating 
the 
Last  Judgment, in accordance  
with the explanation given in the full title of Blake’s Descriptive
 Catalogue: The spiritual form of Nelson guiding Leviathan, in whose
 wreathings are infolded the Nations of the Earth.49
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The symbol of Leviathan comes from Hobbes, who presents a
 
mechanistic view of the world completely devoid of the Imagination
 implicit in Blake’s concept of poetic inspiration but based on memory
 and sensory perception. To Blake this represents a demonic view, a
 parody of the sublime vision of the mental wars of Eternity. Thus
 Blake depicts the
 
wreaths of Leviathan’s serpentine coils as constricting  
and crushing anguished human forms. Political power possessed of
 demonic vision destroys the nations of the world. We see in this
 illustration the contrary visions of humanity represented by the
 oppressors and the oppressed. In the foreground a negro slave lies
 cowering on the ground. As Hobbes’s view of the world is based
 essentially on sensory perception, Blunt identifies Nelson who guides
 Leviathan with Tharmas who is symbolic of the senses in Blake (p.
 102). Nelson, famed as a sea captain in the war in which the French
 under Napoleon were defeated, and Leviathan associated
 
both with the  
sea and the political machinations of power in a
 
mechanistic world, are  
both identifiable with the Blakean Tharmas, the parent power of
 instinct, who enters Creation through his fall into the sea of chaos.
 Blake’s attitude to war, however, is not that it is completely evil. Even
 as the
 
deepest  triumph of human error it is part of the  divine plan which  
necessarily precipitates prophetic revelation and the Last Judgment.
 Tharmas prophesies:
My Waters like a flood around thee fear not trust in me
And I will give thee all the ends of heaven for thy
 
possession
In war shalt thou bear rule in blood shalt thou triumph for
 
me
Because in time of Everlasting I was rent in sunder
 
And what I loved best was divided among my Enemies.
(FZ, VIIb in Erd pp. 361-362).
At the end of time, Leviathan, representing all “Giant Warriors,”
 
will be destroyed and annihilated and the oppressed nations of the earth
 will triumph:
And all Nations were threshed out & the stars threshd from
 
their husks
Then Tharmas took the Winnowing fan the winnowing
 
wind furious
Above veerd round by the violent whirlwind driven west &
 
south
18
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Tossed the Nations like Chaff into the seas of Tharmas...
Go down ye Kings & Councellors & Giant Warriors
 
Go down into the depths go down & hide yourselves
 beneath
Go down with horse and Chariots & Trumpets of hoarse
 
war...
Then all the Slaves from every Earth in the wide Universe
 
Sing a New Song drowning confusion in its happy notes.
(FZ, IX: Erd pp. 402-403).
The Leviathan-dragon, symbolizing the temporal world of warring
 
humanity, carries the waters of materialism on 
his
 back and imprisons  
the nations of the earth in his coils. He is also the Ouroboros, the
 world serpent, which in swallowing its own tail represents the self
­devouring futility of time.50 The self-devouring serpent recurrently
 begetting its own image, or alternately the coiled dragon, is a
 prominent circular symbol of the fallen history of mankind throughout
 Blake’s Lambeth and Prophetic Books. The act of devouring represents
 political revolution and the disintegration of civilizations which are in
 time regenerated, in a recurrently repeating
 
cyclical, historical progress  
of political, social and religious institutions within the Circle of
 Destiny. However, Erdman points out that while the biblical Leviathan
 is
 
both whale and sea serpent, Blake always depicts him as sea serpent,  
“War by Sea,” which is distinct from the serpent symbolism of Orc,51
 representing the gyrating history of civilizations with their patterns of
 successive flourishing and disintegrating.
As Erdman points out, unless the Poetic Genius is on the side of
 
the oppressed, the war of nations will continue to be a perpetual cyclic
 progression. Nelson’s spiritual antagonist in the jaws of Leviathan who
 is
 
being devoured by war is identified as Christ crowned with lilies. He  
reaches to
 
a sword to combat the false gods of war. The enfolded nation  
at the top of the illustration is conjectured to be France. Nelson
 triumphantly holds up her hair, the ragged ends of which signify her
 naval 
defeat.
 Lines emanating from the heroic figure of Nelson suggest  
the appearance of thunderbolts about to converge on him. A flash of
 lightning from Christ’s sword is also directed towards the figure of
 Nelson, piercing 
his
 right shoulder.52
The
 
thunder bolts converging upon the heroic figure of Nelson who  
occupies the centre of the illustration possibly correspond both in
 design and in significance to the six circles converging from above
 towards Pitt. Pitt, in the companion illustration Pitt guiding
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Behemoth,53 also occupies the central position of the illustration as he
 
guides the monster Behemoth, who 
is
 inhabited by kings and  tyrants of  
the earth. In
 
the rough sketch in  Keynes’ edition of the pencil study we  
may gain some insight
 
into Blake’s main motif of  the illustration, The  
spiritual form of Nelson guiding Leviathan.54 Circles of cyclical
 recurrence against the circular thunderbolts convey a message of
 apocalypse initiated by lightning. Possibly the six circles converging
 above and behind Pitt, unseen and probably unknown to him, are six
 cycles leading to the seventh Eye, delivering warring humanity to
 apocalypse and redemption. Pitt and Nelson, standing in the centre of
 whirling tyrannized humanity, as aptly pointed out by Paley, represent
 the opposite to Blake’s conception of the awakening of Albion, who
 breaks through the symbolic centre occupied by Pitt and Nelson, the
 prison of the Selfhood, and rises to become part of regenerate
 humanity.55 Schorer remarks on another significant aspect, that the
 most prominent feature
 
in the illustration to Nelson, apart from the fact  
that the hero’s figure occupies the centre from which point he directs
 his tyrannical will to circumscribe the nations of the earth, is that the
 hero stands on a pediment consisting of a coil of the dragon and the
 collapsed body of a 
negro.
56 The heroic figure of Nelson,  whose head is  
encircled by a halo as he directs political destruction, is a demonic
 parody of the divine imagination, one identified example of the
 progressive series of tyrants
 
in the fallen vision  of man.
In spite of the
 
very broad prophetic  vision of Blake the reader finds  
in his works a significant amount of repetition in the organic
 integration of theme
 
and symbol. His ideas are principally based  on the  
central myth that the world of Eternity is represented by the Poetic
 Genius of man and
 
that  the Fall  from Eternity is into “single vision” or  
the material world.
 
The repetitions became more profuse  as he borrowed
passages and illustrations from his former works, believing that in a
 variant context they might offer a stronger appeal. The illustration
 designed for Young’s Night Thoughts, Night III NT 353,57 the
 ouroboros serpent, whose folds symbolize cyclical recurrence or the
 twenty-seven Churches throughout history, is re-employed as the
 illustration to Vala or The Four Zoas, Night VI
,58 
with only the verse  
on the illustration
 
changed. The Four Zoas, modelled  on Young’s Night  
Thoughts, is an internalized epic of the cyclical history of man in a
 dream of nine nights, in which Blake reiterates many of the circular
 symbols of time from earlier
 
works—orbs, circumferences, compasses,  
the spinning looms of time and the resolution of
 
the contrast between  
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cyclical time and Eternity by the apocalyptic wheels of the vision of
 
Ezekiel.59
In Illustration 75 of Jerusalem,60 Blake designs a row of angels
 
with haloes around each of their bodies, thus creating intersecting
 circles which
 
represent  the “w els within wheels” of Ezekiel’s  vision.  
At the bottom of the design these circles are parodied in the rolling
 coils of dragons. On this plate Blake
 
inscribes:
...the Abomination of Desolation
Religion hid in War: a Dragon red, & hidden Harlot
 
But Jesus breaking thro’ the Central Zones of Death & Hell
 Opens Eternity in Time & Space; triumphant in Mercy.
(J, 3: 75: Erd p. 231).
The symbolic circle of human experience is pictured in the
 
Arlington Court
 
Picture, also named The Circle of the Life ofMan.61  
Within this Platonic circle of life on earth, the creator Urizen is
 conceived
 
in a circle of light emanating from the sun chariot in which  
he
 
has fallen  asleep after  the act of creation. The soul descends into  the  
fallen creation. The waters of the material world come from a cave.
 Wreaths of cloud are seen spiralling from above the head of the sea
 nymph and reaching
 
behind the  fiery chariot of the sun,thus joining  the  
seas of time and space to the sky. Vala, the veiled giant female figure,
 raises her
 
left hand, thereby indicating her sinister role in fallen nature  
where she appears prominently as the Female Will.
On the right the women
 
water carriers represent the  weaving of the  
material body in
 
the perpetuating of generations. The  fallen soul  tries  to  
ascend the stairway but is impeded by two women, Motherhood and
 Marriage. The stairway is further blocked by three women walking
 down the stairway as they weave on the looms of generation. The
 vision of entrapment
 
in the ascent  of the soul indicates the labyrinthine  
nature of Experience and spells the futility of the singularly sensual
 existence from which the gateway to Eternity cannot be reached without
 the redeeming power of inspiration. However, the man in red, who
 appears to
 
be preparing  to  leap away from the world of generation with  
its closed forms, has often been identified with Blake or Los in his
 quest
 
for the imagination within the life of the body. In this illustration  
we can thus see the depiction of the quest
 
for  a vision beyond material  
existence. The spiralling image of
 
the cloud joining the rolling sea to  
the realm of the fiery sun gives a telescopic view of the fallen and
 unfallen creation, where corporeal existence is joined to the vision of
 Eternity.
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